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ABSTRACT

Australia is a wonderful place and apart from things like myki, public transport, and scenic beauty, what makes this place more accessible to people is its rentals. From a to z, whatever one thinks of to rent, it is available here, under few conditions obviously. Anyone can rent a car, mobile phone, mattress, etc online without hassle. The concept of renting is perfect for everyone. If one doesn’t want to buy a thing and just wants it for some experience, rent it. No issues of buying the item and then selling it again which only leads in loss of money.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Rentals: Australia is a wonderful place and apart from things like myki, public transport, and scenic beauty, what makes this place more accessible to people is its rentals. From a to z, whatever one thinks of to rent, it is available here, under few conditions obviously. Anyone can rent a car, mobile phone, mattress, etc online without any hassle.

The concept of renting is perfect for everyone. If one doesn’t want to buy a thing and just wants it for some experience, rent it. No issues of buying the item and then selling it again which only leads in loss of money. Rentals make every task easier for people who don’t want to commit to a particular device or equipment. Buying a particular device or equipment makes it hard for the user to keep track of the device. Due to this a lot of people have stuff that they don’t require. Australia has some good retail stores few online as well which let you rent stuff for a period of time and that too for minimum rates.

Car Rentals: The most common rentals everywhere are car rentals. Car rentals are one of the most important rentals in every country for travelers. Australia has a lot of websites which provide car rental facility like avis, euro car, cheap car rentals, wicked etc. Though all providers require the customer to be at least 21 and above years old but wicked and juicy rentals let 18 and above rent cars for a few more bucks and are deals that should not be missed.

Electronics: Electronic products such as high end mobile phones, televisions, home theaters are also available on rent in Australia. Even gaming consoles are rentable for entertainment on various websites and can be rented for durations of weeks to annually.
**Kitchen equipment:** Even kitchen equipment such as refrigerators, dishwashers and even smaller appliances such as microwave, kettles are also available on rent.

**Furniture:** Some products that are not available normally at different places are available in Australia. People who want to shift for a while and have some time before getting new furniture is the perfect deal for them.

**Laundry & Vacuum:** Laundry and vacuum equipments such as washing machines, dryers, and vacuum cleaners are also available on rent. People can rent these products to clean their homes once a while and instead of renting those products they can rent them and pay a pretty small amount for it.

**Fitness:** From treadmill rental to spin and exercise bike hire and elliptical for rent, you’ll be able to find and hire the right gym equipment to cater to your fitness level and interest. This makes it easier for those who want don’t want to waste money on these expensive equipments, they can just rent these products, get fit and return it.

**Outdoor & Gardening:** Outdoor equipment for gardening purposes or even BBQ for small events is available on rent in Australia. Just rent it for a while, use it, and return it.

### 2. Conclusion

Australia is a wonderful place and to make it more interesting, the rentals play an important role doing so. It makes travelling easier for everyone and instead of going through all the hassle of buying stuff and then selling it at very low prices makes rentals a great hit. Exploring becomes easy and there is no stress on the renters mind about the future.

All countries have some common rentals available but these unique products like mattress, phones etc make Australia a special place in terms of rentals. More products shall be seen on rent in the future.
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